PRESS RELEASE

Cologne, January 17, 2020

DEUTZ at CONEXPO 2020 in Las Vegas
◼ Sustainable drive systems for a zero-carbon off-highway sector
◼ All-electric 360 volt drive for JLG telehandler
◼ Highly compact, 48 volt D-1.2 hybrid engine
DEUTZ will be presenting its sustainable off-highway drive systems and digital service
solutions at CONEXPO in Las Vegas from March 10 to 14, 2020. Under the banner
REVOLUTIONIZING POWER, DEUTZ will showcase solutions for highly efficient,
conventional internal-combustion technologies and for a zero-carbon off-highway sector,
including diesel, gas, hybrid, electric, and hydrogen-based technologies. Innovative eservices have been developed to ensure maximum dependability of drive systems. These
include mobile engine diagnostics using telemetry and ground-breaking maintenance tools
incorporating augmented reality.

DEUTZ customers can use the Advanced Configurator to select from the Company’s modular
range of innovative drive systems. Taking account of the customer’s performance
specifications and relevant emissions requirements, DEUTZ configures the ideal combination
of conventional and electric drive components. The results will be on show for CONEXPO
visitors, for example in the form of an all-electric JLG G5-18A telehandler. This customer
application has a split drive with two 40 kW electric motors and battery capacity of 42 kWh.
DEUTZ is thus demonstrating that electric-powered off-highway equipment offers added
value both for customers and the environment. “Our modular Advanced Configurator enables
us to serve our customers with flexibility and offer them optimum drive systems that are
compatible with different technologies,” explains Michael Wellenzohn, member of the DEUTZ
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Board of Management with responsibility for sales, service and marketing. “From internal
combustion engines running on various fuels to hybrids and electric drives, we see ourselves
as a development partner and systems integrator.”

Another highlight at CONEXPO in Las Vegas is the new DEUTZ D-1.2 hybrid engine. This
highly compact three-cylinder engine with a capacity of 1.2 liters plus a 48 volt electric motor
is the ideal solution for low-load applications. Moreover, DEUTZ will be teaming up with
Futavis to showcase a battery system that is now ready for pilot production; the number of
systems built so far has already reached the hundreds. DEUTZ acquired German battery
specialist Futavis in 2019 in order to strengthen its inhouse expertise in the key area of battery
technology. The market-ready system underlines DEUTZ’s strategic focus on electrifying its
product range and on its engineering expertise to develop and industrialize high-voltage
batteries and electric drive trains.

In the service business, DEUTZ will be presenting its innovative Advanced Repair approach,
which encompasses various digital service concepts for ensuring that machinery and
equipment can be deployed safely, efficiently, and conveniently. For example, end users can
use DEUTZ’s telemetry solution to run mobile engine diagnostics, immediately send the
results to the nearest service center, and book the necessary maintenance work. To enable
maintenance to be carried out even more efficiently, DEUTZ offers an augmented reality app
for tablets that supports mechanics directly while they are carrying out the required work on
an engine. Visitors to the trade fair can try out the app for themselves at the DEUTZ stand.

Every three years, construction equipment manufacturers from around the world gather at
CONEXPO in the Las Vegas Convention Center, a venue that offers some 232,000 square
meters of exhibition space in the heart of the entertainment metropolis in the Nevada desert.
This year, a total of 2,800 exhibitors will be showcasing their latest products.
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Picture caption: DEUTZ customers can use the Advanced Configurator to select from the
Company’s modular range of innovative drive systems in order to put together the ideal
combination of conventional and electric drive components.

DEUTZ at CONEXPO 2020
Stand: South Hall: S85231
Press conference: March 11, 2020, 11 a.m., DEUTZ stand S85231
Further information on the trade fair is available at conexpo.deutz.com
For further information on this DEUTZ AG press release, please contact:
Leslie Isabelle Iltgen
Senior Vice President Communications & Investor Relations
Tel: +49 (0)221 822 3600
Fax: +49 (0)221 822 15 3600
Email: Leslie.Iltgen@deutz.com

About DEUTZ AG
DEUTZ AG, a publicly traded company headquartered in Cologne, Germany, is one of the world’s leading
manufacturers of innovative drive systems. Its core competencies are the development, production, distribution,
and servicing of diesel, gas, and electric engines for professional applications. It offers a broad range of engines
delivering up to 620 kW that are used in construction equipment, agricultural machinery, material handling
equipment, stationary equipment, commercial vehicles, rail vehicles, and other applications. DEUTZ has around
4,700 employees worldwide and over 800 sales and service partners in more than 130 countries, and in 2018
generated revenue of €1,778.8 million.

Further information is available at www.deutz.com.
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